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Risks. We all take them
from time to time.

Our case studies from financial services and real estate both
used A/B testing (our namesake, we’re very proud!) to make
meaningful, measured improvements. You’d be amazed at
the impact little tweaks to button color or menu position can

We take little risks, like deciding a 1am hotdog from a gas

have. Results from restructuring a key landing page such as the

station is a great idea. And we take big risks, like crossing a

homepage, can also be a thing of wonder. And in an industry

busy road without looking properly.

where numbers talk, being able to quantify this kind of data is
invaluable.

When it comes to the field of money management, businesses
can’t always afford to take risks. That’s why credit scores exist,

Implementing these sorts of tests is surprisingly simple. In fact,

and new investment opportunities are run through the ringer.

we’ve made it almost foolproof. Plus, if you’re stuck for ideas,

That’s why financial advisers tell you time and time again to

there’s all sorts of features that will help you identify problem

diversify your portfolio. That’s why venture capitalists have a

areas. Think heatmapping and session recording to trace the

reputation for taking big risks, but only for big rewards.

path a user takes through your website. Think no-nonsense
interfaces that make performing A/B, multivariate, split or

So why don’t we take a similar stance when we up the ante on

funnel testing almost as easy as pie.

our online communications and materials?
So, maybe you can take a risk with your site design or
That’s where AB Tasty comes in. By offering you the utmost

optimization. The kind where you already know the outcome.

in conversion rate optimization tools, you can explore the

Aka the best kind!

impact of changes to your website’s usability or design. With
the ability to optimize for different devices, personalize for
different users, and customize to your specifications, there’s
plenty to paint an accurate picture of how your site is being
used.
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Redesigning the homepage to
highlight key features for users

First impressions count. That’s why when visitors land at the

The original design made use of defined areas and boxes to

front door to your website, also known as your homepage, you

help pick out relevant information for visitors. However, they

want to make sure they’re going to want to hang around. If

weren’t being guided – that is, they weren’t given the visual

they don’t, you need to find out why – particularly if you have

cues as to where they should progress next on the page. This

a noticeable bounce rate.

was addressed with the redesign, which placed the credit
simulator over a prominent image. Not only was this more

Credit solutions provider Franfinance wanted to explore the

appealing, it also worked to declutter the page and make call

effect a new homepage design would have on conversions.

to action copy more prominent.

Using A/B testing, their old homepage would be served
to some users and the new page design to others. A crucial

A/B tests proved that the new design was far more effective.

measure of success would be how many more interactions

Not only did the new homepage result in a 14% increase in

took place with the main feature of the page, a credit simulator.

clicks on the simulator, it also saw the bounce rate decrease

These kinds of interactive graphics and forms are a good selling

by 63%. These two results taken together indicate a user

point and a great way to keep visitors engaged, but only if they

preference that is impossible to ignore.

are instantly identifiable.

The takeaway
Information prioritization is important if you have a key feature on a page that you
wish to promote. Use color or imagery to define relevant sections, as well as line. This
can be much more visually stimulating and ultimately easier to navigate for users.
Just don’t overdo things – if visitors can’t find the info they want straight away, they
will bounce. Nobody wants that.
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Turning call to action
buttons sticky on mobile

If your users need information that is frequent, relevant, and

There are three key elements at play behind successful

timely, then custom alerts are a necessary app feature. This

testing. The first is putting forward a hypothesis and selecting

is particularly applicable when it comes to real estate, which

the variables to complement it. The second is implementation,

can be a stressful and time-consuming search experience even

in this case enacted in just 45 minutes via changes to CSS. The

with the appropriate tech and tools.

third is simply time, time for the test to work properly and for
any clear patterns to emerge from the data.

Our client, French real estate business Foncia, wanted to
optimize its call to action button for alert creation. Using A/B

After a month, the results were in. What they showed was

tests, the button to “create an alert” would be made sticky –

encouraging, with the sticky alert button leading to a 122%

meaning it would scroll with users up and down key results

increase in clicks. As for alert creation, this showed an increase

pages. This would give it far greater prominence on the app,

of 46%. Well worth taking the time to run those tests.

hopefully encouraging more clicks and the creation of more
alerts.

The takeaway
Your CTA buttons should be something you show off. Don’t be shy about making key
content sticky if it helps users get the most out of your site or app. If time is of the
essence to customers who use your business (such as in stocks, real estate, or even
online banking) then alerts are an important part of the user experience. Show users
just how indispensable your mobile site is.

Your turn to
challenge the
status quo
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So what are you waiting for?
Start discovering your
own eureka moments
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CURIOUS?
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AB Tasty is an all-inclusive tool for website and conversion rate
optimization, personalization, user engagement, and A/B and MVT
testing. We serve as your digital lab, equipped with all the tools you
need to create quick experiments that will help you better understand
your users and customer journeys. We help you make fast, data-driven
decisions that don’t require technical resources.
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